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Abstract 
 
 
This paper is an analysis on the graffiti artist Panmela Castro and her murals in Brazil and                 
around the world. My thesis emphasizes the importance of feminist subject matter for graffiti art               
in Brazil, as well as its impact on the public sphere. The paper is separated into four sections:                  
“Formative Years,” describing her biography and the development of her works; “Interaction            
with the City,” analyzing the interaction between graffiti and the urban environment, and using              
that discussion as a frame to contextualize Castro’s work; “Feminist Imagery and Ideology,”             
examining some of her concurrent themes and imageries; and finally “Transnational Influence            
and Practice,” presenting her international work as part of a transnational feminist agenda. This              
paper is a contribution to Latin American, Feminist and Street Art studies. 
 
Keywords: Panmela Castro, feminism, empowerment, graffiti, Brazilian art, feminist art, 
sisterhood. 
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One may argue that the places to see the best works of art are galleries and museums. The                  
idea that “fine art” must be institutionalized generates prejudice against those that are not.              
Graffiti is hardly ever regarded as fine art - perhaps because of its historical illegality or because                 
of its association with gangs and lack of formal education. However, it may be in a way one of                   
the most powerful forms of art. It combines painting, public installation and unlimited             
accessibility to impose respective values along a cityscape; the art engulfs both the city and the                
people that surround it.  
Panmela Castro makes use of these elements as means for social and political activism.              
Castro is a Brazilian graffiti and contemporary artist based in Rio de Janeiro. Through graffiti,               
she makes use of city walls to depict the female experience and induce empowerment, resistance               
and sisterhood. Castro’s use of graffiti to promote feminist values is a powerful tool for both                
feminist activism and contemporary art. By spray painting on urban walls, she juxtaposes the              
values she imposes through feminist imagery and the city itself - she creates confrontation              
between what should be valued and reality, resistance and oppression, women and men,             
promoting a powerful shock of reality and a call for change.  
 
Chapter 1: Formative Years 
Early Rebellion 
Panmela Castro’s interest in graffiti has roots from her rebellious years in ​pichação​, a              
Brazilian Portuguese term used for vandalistic graffiti. Castro grew up in ​Penha, a lower              
middle-class suburban neighborhood of Rio de Janeiro. In her early teenage years, she ran away               1
1 Natasha Cortêz, “Anarkia Boladona,” ​TPM, ​October 8, 2010. https://revistatrip.uol.com.br/tpm/anarkia-boladona. 
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with her mother to Itacuruçá - a district 93 km away from Rio de Janeiro - to escape from her                    2
biological father who physically abused her mother. When Castro was old enough to get out of                3
her house and feeling rebellious about her restrained teenage years, she found herself in a group                
of ​pichadores​. They went out at night with spray cans and ropes, tagging trains, bridges and                
walls in the city of Rio de Janeiro. Her nom de guerre was Anarkia Boladona - “​Anarkia​” comes                  4
from anarchy, expressing revolt and liberty, and “​Boladona​” from a ​funk term, expressing her              
marginal origins and social characteristics as often “annoyed” by something.   5
In her early adulthood, Castro moved alone to one of the most dangerous favelas in Rio                
de Janeiro: Manguinhos. She supported herself by teaching and selling R$1 (equivalent to 25              
cents in dollars) portraits of people on the streets. In 2007 she received her Bachelor’s degree in                 
Visual Arts from the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ) and in 2013 a Master’s degree                 
in Contemporary Art from the University of the State of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ). At the end of                  
her undergraduate studies she was already well known in graffiti, and on the same year of her                 
graduation, she received her first award for Graffiti Artist of the Year from ​Hutúz, one of the                 
most important Brazilian hip hop festivals.  6
Anarkia’s works became significantly political after her divorce from her first husband            
when she was an undergraduate student, at the age of 23. She suffered both physical and                
emotional abuse from her partner in a time that there were no laws to support her. Their fights                  
2 Olívia Freitas, “Grafiteira sai do subúrbio e ganha os muros do mundo com arte e militância,”  ​Folha de S. Paulo​, 
November 19, 2015. 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/empreendedorsocial/2015/11/1706286-grafiteira-sai-do-suburbio-e-ganha-os-muros-
do-mundo-com-arte-e-militancia.shtml. 
3 “Bio,” ​Panmela Castro, ​accessed April 10, 2019. ​https://www.panmelacastro.com/about​. 
4 Freitas, “Grafiteira sai do subúrbio e ganha os muros do mundo com arte e militância,” November 19, 2015.  
5 Cortêz, “Anarkia Boladona,” October 8, 2010.  
6 “Bio,” ​Panmela Castro, ​accessed April 10, 2019. ​https://www.panmelacastro.com/about​. 
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were about Panmela not being a proper housewife - for example, if Castro did not cook lunch or                  
dinner, her husband would force her to bathe in cold water. In an article from Folha de S. Paulo,                   
Castro describes one of her most traumatic experiences with domestic violence: ​one night during              
a fight, her husband shut the doors and windows of their house and played loud music so no one                   
would hear her scream while he beat her up. The next day, realizing she was severely injured, he                  
took her to the hospital and said she had been hit by a car. When they got home, he locked her up                      
with no contact to the outside; a week later, she snuck a call to her sister asking for help. When                    
she got out, with advice from her mother who had previously suffered domestic violence from               
her first husband, the first thing she did was go to the police - but in 2004 there was no law to                      
protect against domestic violence.  7
In an interview with BBC Brasil, Panmela commented that she felt unsafe leaving her              
house for a long time after her divorce. In 2006, an old friend invited her to go back to graffiti,                    8
and only then did she resocialize and restart her career as Anarkia Boladona, and later on solely                 
as Panmela Castro. It was also in 2006, under the government of Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, that                  9
the Maria da Penha Law was passed, creating all physical, psychological and patrimonial             
violence against women illegal - a major event in women’s rights history in Brazil.  10
After re-entering ​pichação, ​Panmela found herself in a male dominated environment once            
again. She dressed, painted and acted like “one of the boys” not only to fit in but also to protect                    
7 Freitas, “Grafiteira sai do subúrbio e ganha os muros do mundo com arte e militância,” November 19, 2015.  
8 Renata Mendonça, “Vítima de violência doméstica usa grafite para informar meninas sobre Lei Maria da Penha,” 
BBC Brasil, ​May 3, 2017. https://www.bbc.com/portuguese/brasil-39788408. 
9 Freitas, “Grafiteira sai do subúrbio e ganha os muros do mundo com arte e militância,” November 19, 2015.  
10 Paula Spieler, "The Maria Da Penha Case and the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights: Contributions to 
the Debate on Domestic Violence Against Women in Brazil," ​Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies​ 18, no. 1 
(2011): 121-43, doi:10.2979/indjglolegstu.18.1.121. 
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herself from calling too much attention to her feminine body and long blonde hair. Her spray                11
painting technique started to improve; she began playing with colors and big stylized letters (Fig.               
1). She signed her name with her original Anarkia signature - an A surrounded by a circle,                 
located on the top middle of the ​throw up -, along “AR,” short for “Amantes do Rabisco​”                 
(“scribble lovers”), located on the lower right, and a ​tag usually belonging to a graffiti gang she                 
was part of - in the case of this image, represented by a 5 and a star symbol on the lower left.                      12
She co-founded a gang with the ​tag “INDE” along her new boyfriend at the time and also “​5                  
Estrelas​” ​(“5 stars”) that she co-founded with a few guys from the neighborhood Penha’s              
pichação​ scene.  13
  
Fig. 1 Panmela Castro, 2008, Rio de Janeiro.  
 
11 Mendonça, “Vítima de violência doméstica usa grafite para informar meninas sobre Lei Maria da Penha,” May 3, 
2017. 
12 “Lady Grinning Soul,”​ Panmela Castro, ​accessed February 2, 2019. 
https://panmelacastro.carbonmade.com/projects/6862522 
13 Ibid. 
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Around 2009, Castro came to a significant conclusion that was a major turn in her career:                
the context of the art she was making was more important than the art itself - her female body in                    
the context of graffiti was more significant than the graffiti she was producing. She put on                
dresses and went to the graffiti fields, taking photographs of herself in such environment, hyper               
feminizing her image - by wearing frilly dresses and flowers on her hair - as a caricature of the                   
feminine to criticize the relation of power and men. (These are part of her photos and videos                 
series titled, in English, “Lady Grinning Soul”).  14
 
Empowerment Through Asserting the Feminine 
Her first graffitis were drastically different from what they are today. Panmela usually             
painted words in complex stylized letters - in graffiti term, ​throw-ups and ​pieces - full of colors                 
and effects, with little generically feminine attributions and presence; she moved away from the              
feminine to be taken more seriously among graffiti artists, a male dominated field. It was not                
until she acknowledged the relationship between masculinity and power that Anarkia started to             
feminize her murals to the extent of how they are today. From then on, her murals became about                  
the insertion of the feminine in masculine environments.   15
Her works are mostly autobiographical, referencing her past in an abusive relationship            
and empowering women to speak up about their rights. Her latest works are about ​sororidade               16
(sisterhood), and its importance for the fight for gender equality in Brazil and the world (Fig. 2).                 
The feminine presence in her recent works (from 2010 until now) is depicted through big female                
14 Ibid. 
15 Mendonça, “Vítima de violência doméstica usa grafite para informar meninas sobre Lei Maria da Penha,” May 3, 
2017. 
16 Panmela Castro, Interview by author, Skype, July 23, 2018. 
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figures, with long luscious hair and elongated eyelashes. In the beginning she depicted women              
more realistically, in complex angles and more unique physical shapes and characteristics. Later             
on, as pictured below, she moved away from realism and depicted women in a more generic and                 
symbolic way, and always facing the viewer - a sign of resistance and confrontation. What               
contrasts her work from others that may surround it is the strong, monochromic presence of the                
color pink, distinctively associated in Western culture with femininity. The bodies are usually             
generic/ideal female figures from which any women could relate to. Surrounding them are             
empowering sentences, in this case: “​nem santa, nem puta​” (“neither saint, nor whore”). 
 
 
Fig. 2 Panmela Castro, 2015, São Paulo, Brazil. 
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Projects  
Panmela Castro founded two major projects that were results of multiple awards and             
worldwide recognition. A couple of years after she re-started her career in graffiti, in 2008,               
Anarkia received an invitation to collaborate with the human rights organization ​ComCausa            
(with cause) to help advocate for women’s rights. She co-founded a non-profit organization             17
Artefeito and started the program ​Grafiteiras Pela Lei Maria da Penha (graffiti girls for Maria               18
da Penha law). Castro combined both of her passions, graffiti and teaching, to ensure she was                19
influencing change in the most efficient way - rather than creating a mural and hoping ​the right                 
people will see it and be affected by it, Castro was able to have a more hands-on and first-person                   
account to prove that her work was making a difference. 
The Maria da Penha law had only been present for two years and most people, especially                
from lower class communities, knew little or nothing about it. Even the legal departments              
themselves had trouble putting the law into the right context. The project was therefore to               
reassure women in lower class communities of their legal rights as well as to promote a larger                 
presence of women in the graffiti world. The program conducted workshops with ​grafiteiras             
(female graffiti artists) of all stages, inducing debates on women’s rights and often sharing              
personal stories of domestic violence. At the end they all worked on a mural together to register                 
the meeting.   20
17 Thomas Page, “Panmela Castro: Brazil’s graffiti queen, delivering justice through the nozzle of a paint can,” 
CNN, ​March 5, 2017. ​https://www.cnn.com/style/article/her-panmela-castro/index.html​. 
18 “Panmela Castro,” ​Vital Voices, ​accessed April 10, 2019.​  ​https://www.vitalvoices.org/people/panmela-castro/​. 
19 Cortêz, “Anarkia Boladona,” October 8, 2010.  
20 Coletivo Anti Cinema Anti Cinema, “Grafiteiras pela Lei Maria da Penha,” YouTube video, 9:44. Posted [July 12, 
2008] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-B4O0__c0s&t=180s. 
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Castro won the Vital Voices Global Leadership Award for Human Rights in 2010 for              
co-founding the program - a major achievement for the then 28 year old artist and graduate                
student. Through this award she was able to start her next and current organization: ​Rede Nami,                21
a non-profit organization focused on empowering women through urban art, aiming towards the             
end of the violence against women and the presence of women in the arts. The workshops are                 
focused on teenage girls, teaching them about their rights and hoping to influence a change in the                 
upcoming generation. In these workshops, Panmela assists them with graffiti classes and skills as              
well as discusses women’s rights and sharing stories - these stories often end up influencing their                
murals. Rede Nami currently has five different projects, amongst an open air museum in Rio de                22
Janeiro, ​Museu NAMI​, and a project of ​AfroGrafiteiras​, influencing graffiti production of female             
Afro-Brazilians, who are the most oppressed group of people in Brazil, and the deconstruction of               
the colonial narratives in which black women and their art fall into.   23
Following the founding of Rede NAMI, Castro received multiple awards for her            
entrepreneurship and activism including the Diane von Furstenberg (DVF) Awards in 2012 for             
Women’s Rights, an acknowledgement as Newsweek Magazine’s 150 Women Who Shake the            
World in 2012 and as World Economic Forum 2013’s Young Global Leaders, and a nomination               
for Social Entrepreneur of the Year by Folha de S. Paulo in 2015.   24
 
 
21 “Panmela Castro,” ​Vital Voices, ​accessed April 10, 2019.  
http://old.vitalvoices.org/vital-voices-women/featured-voices/panmela-castro​. 
22 Page, “Panmela Castro: Brazil’s graffiti queen, delivering justice through the nozzle of a paint can,” March 5, 
2017. 
23 “Afrografiteiras,” ​Rede Nami​, accessed February 2, 2019. ​https://www.redenami.com/afrografiteiras​. 
24 “Bio,” ​Panmela Castro, ​accessed April 10, 2019.  ​https://www.panmelacastro.com/about​. 
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Chapter 2: Interaction with the City 
Urban spaces are congested with walls and buildings that demarcate properties and            
influence organization. The “concrete jungle” in which the American pop singer Alicia Keys             
refers to in her “New York” top hit is not just a mere metaphor; as the sociology scholar Andrea                   
Mubi Brighenti debates in his article “At the Wall: Graffiti Writers, Urban Territoriality, and the               
Public Domain,” buildings and walls are part of an unquestioned and naturalized background that              
makes up a city, like trees make up a jungle. Illustrating on a wall intrudes our vision of the                   25
“natural” urban background, efficiently communicating rebellion and inducing public attention.  
When an artist chooses to spray paint a wall in a public space they assess questions of                 
order and power. According to the scholar Joe Austin in his urban studies article “More to see                 
than a canvas in a white cube: For an art in the streets,” the government makes use of walls and                    
buildings to create a visual order that will often be associated with socio-political order. By               26
interrupting the visual “cleanliness” of the walls of a city or neighborhood, the graffiti artist               
automatically disrupts the social and political orders previously assumed, either independently of            
or mutually with the content of the graffiti. Panmela Castro rattles the urban view with dominant                
images of women to highlight and criticize the disarray and omission of women’s rights,              
specifically touching on the commonality of domestic abuse, that is usually muted when arguing              
about socio-political matters. 
Disruption of order is part of graffiti’s transgressive aspect. As Ricardo Campos further             
analyzes in “Youth, Graffiti, and the Aesthetic of Transgression,” graffiti and street art’s             
25 Andrea Mubi Brighenti, “At the Wall: Graffiti Writers, Urban Territoriality, and the Public Domain,” ​Space and 
Culture​ 13, no. 3 (August 2010): ​322, ​doi:10.1177/1206331210365283. 
26 Joe Austin, “More to see than a canvas in a white cube: For an art in the streets”, ​City​, 14:1 (March 2010): 43​, 
doi:​10.1080/13604810903529142​.  
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transgression has equally important roots in both material text and context. The first is the visible                
transgression brought by the physicality of graffiti, such as forms/techniques, content and            
location, and the second, invisible, brought by the unlawful heritage of such practice, prohibition              
and risk. Castro makes use of an inheritably transgressive and public support to make              27
comments on social issues of gender inequality. Even though Castro’s graffitis are usually             
commissioned and authorized practices, the association of graffiti and illegality is still            
historically present, possibly negatively diminishing her art but positively making it “of the             
public,” less institutionalized and disassociating it with privilege. 
Perhaps the most significant and identifiable aspect of graffiti is its accessibility.             
Because it is a public art form, displayed in and throughout the city, it has the power to reach and                    
affect anyone – regardless of their background and interests. As Campos states, “As a democratic               
arena, public space frequently becomes the only means of expression available to the powerless,”             
in terms of both those who create and ingest. Castro’s work draws from her own past                 28
experiences and is ultimately autobiographical, but she is not the only subject matter; her works               
are meant to be relatable to others and thus provoke personal and collective empowerment. 
As graffiti is generally on the streets and not in a gallery or museum, it holds an aspect of                   
accessibility that is unique from other art forms. It is disassociated with the elitism and cultural                
superiority associated with fine arts spaces, making it more relatable and acceptable to the eyes               
of those who usually do not attend or relate to such. People generally are not walking in the                  
streets looking to be inspired or empowered as one would in a museum or a similar setting;                 
graffiti is more so “stumbled upon” than “looked for.” Even though graffiti disrupts the natural               
27 Ricardo Campos, "Youth, Graffiti, and the Aestheticization of Transgression," ​Social Analysis: The International 
Journal of Social and Cultural Practice​ 59, no. 3 (2015): 24-25, ​http://www.jstor.org/stable/24718322​. 
28 ​Campos, “Youth, Graffiti, and the Aestheticization of Transgression,” 22. 
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background of a city, it presents art to the public in one of the most natural ways - murals, like                    
advertising billboards, become part of our everyday lives.  
In order to measure the public’s interaction with the mural, I commissioned a simple              
in-person survey of multiple choice questions in front of a mural by Panmela Castro. The survey                
was conducted on April 2, 2019 by an undergraduate sociology student from the Federal Rural               
University of Rio de Janeiro (UFRRJ), Julia Mendes, in front of the mural “Dororidade,” at Rua                
do Lavradio, a street in the center of the city of Rio de Janeiro. The mural depicted two women                   
linked by their hair, representing and promoting sisterhood amongst black women. Of the 30              
people interviewed, no one was there purposely to view the mural; only 2 (7%) people had not                 
noticed it before it was pointed out to them - most people therefore were aware of the mural,                  
proving it effectively catches people’s attention. 14 (47%) of the people answered that they pass               
by this mural multiple times a week, and out of these, 13 (93%) answered that it has or has had                    
an effect on their lives (by effect I specified “to generate a feeling, to make one think of                  
something/someone, to take a picture of it, etc.”) - in total 21 (70%) people had answered it has                  
or has had an effect on their lives. This proves Castro’s graffiti not only has that “stumbled                 
upon” factor but also the “art” factor of provoking feelings, thoughts, and/or actions in most               
people who pass by it, specifically more so amongst those to whom it has become part of their                  
routine landscape.  
Graffiti murals become part of the city - whether it is a tag of a gang, an image of a                    
person or a depiction of a historical event. Graffiti artists have the power to visually impose                
certain values in the landscape whether people agree with them or not. It has the same effect as                  
advertisement; it depicts a “product” placed along the streets and buildings, strategically            
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inducing people’s attention by its contrast with the average background. Panmela Castro            
advertises values of strength: sisterhood, female empowerment, creativity and independence          
among countless others. Like companies are able to persuade the public to buy their products via                
billboards, she persuades these values to be thought of and acted upon.  
As opposed to having the effect of forbearance and peace, graffiti can also convey              
controversy and cause unrest in viewers, resulting in actions because or in spite of the work. On                 
a local level, someone who does not like a piece of graffiti has the accessibility to draw or spray                   
paint over it. This sends a message to the public; it allows passersby to acknowledge the                
underlying work and contemplate the reasoning behind, ironically, the vandalism. They can then             
decide for themselves whether or not they agree. On a more governmental level, if there is clear                 
and significant public unrest regarding a piece of graffiti, it may even be legally removed. 
On multiple occasions, Castro’s work and collaborations have been publicly denounced,           
vandalized and removed. Graffiti, similar to art under an institution, can just as easily - if not                 
easier - incite strong opinions of hatred and anger in viewers. Because graffiti is created and                
displayed in public spaces, audiences are essentially provided with a platform to voice their              
opinions in form of vandalism; there are no security guards or cameras preventing people from               
exhibiting their dismay with the work. In 2015, Castro created a mural titled “​Meu Corpo,               
Minhas Regras​” (“My Body, My Rules”) in Lapa, Rio de Janeiro. The piece, which had a                
vaginal apple painted over a woman’s right eye, denounced sexism and violence against women              
in Brazil. Soon after this mural was finished, men from Lapa decided it was obscene and took                 
matters into their own hands - to show that they disliked the way women were represented, they                 
threw silver and orange paint over the vagina imagery. Graffiti not only “allows” vandalism              
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from adversaries, but from the artist herself; Castro retaliated. To display her blatant anger at the                
men and countrywide sexism, rather than re-doing the mural, she vandalized back. She spray              
painted over the splattered paint: “​Ninguém respeita as mulheres nesse país! Bando de             
machistas!​” (“No one respects women in this country! Bunch of sexists!”) (Fig. 3). Then, she               
changed the name of the mural to “​Meu Muro, Minhas Regras​” (“My Mural, My Rules”). By                
doing this, Castro is making the message even clearer - now passers-by are able to recognize that                 
what was once a peaceful protest became a justified message of anger. On her website, Castro                
writes, “...in the third layer, the graffiti gave the message.”  29
 
Fig. 3 Panmela Castro, ​Meu Muro, Minhas Regras, ​2015, Lapa.  
29 “Flores Vaginas,” ​Panmela Castro, ​accessed April 10, 2019.  
https://panmelacastro.carbonmade.com/projects/6945312 
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As graffiti is in public domain, government officials are given the authority to decide              
whether or not a piece should remain in the public eye - a different type of vandalism. Two                  
years later, in 2017, Castro painted “Femme Maison” in Sorocaba. The graffiti depicts two              
portraits of women connected by a central floral-esque vagina, formed by the intersection of their               
respective left and right eyes (Fig. 4). The inside of the vagina, aside from one open blue eye, is                   
coated in darkness. Even though Castro was commissioned to create the piece for the Frestas               
Trienal de Artes (a contemporary art fair), an Alderman Pastor, Luis Santos, filed a suit accusing                
Castro of shaming women - he assumed how women would feel when looking at this mural:                
ashamed and disgusted. After a Sorocaba Town Hall meeting, it was officially decided that the               
mural would be erased. This displays not only the policing of women’s bodies by men, but that                 
in the world of graffiti, anybody has the right and ability to voice their opinion and alter or                  
remove a piece.   30
 
30 ​Fernanda Szabadi, "Artista Que Grafitou Em Prédio Histórico Comenta Polêmica De Genitália Feminina: 'Não 
Esperava'," ​G1​, August 11, 2017, accessed April 16, 2019. 
https://g1.globo.com/sao-paulo/sorocaba-jundiai/noticia/artista-que-grafitou-em-predio-historico-comenta-polemica-
de-genitalia-feminina-nao-esperava.ghtml. 
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Fig. 4 Panmela Castro, ​Femme Maison, ​2017, Sorocaba.  
 
The removal and altering of Castro’s work due to the hatred and disgust of viewers               
parallels with the initial reception of Judy Chicago’s “The Dinner Party” in 1979. Chicago’s              
piece - which is modeled around an open triangle, a symbol of equality - is structurally a                 
ceremonial banquet with thirty-nine place settings. Most of the 39 china-painted and/or sculpted             
plates don a different central concept based on vaginal and butterfly forms, and all represent a                
different significant woman throughout history. By displaying floral images of female genitalia,            
Chicago was commenting on women’s liberation and freedom in regards to their own sexuality.              
As previously seen with Castro’s work being publicly vandalized, Chicago’s was publicly            
shamed: a reporter from the New York Times called the piece vulgar and exploitative of female                
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sexuality with bad taste. Various museums refused to display the piece and it was banned in                
others, leading to women-based grassroots organizations that helped “The Dinner Party,” which            
eventually earned its permanent place in an institution in New York City: the Brooklyn Museum.               
Although the piece created an uprising in the 1970s and 80s, the hatred that caused it still rings                  
true today. It displays the notion that society views vaginas - and thus art with vaginal imagery -                  
as dangerous and shameful, that they are inappropriate for the public eye and consequently can               
not serve as artistic subjects. Just as Castro’s mural in Sorocaba was officially removed by an                
establishment, Chicago’s piece was denied housing in an institution. However, after the piece             
gained residency at the Brooklyn Museum, it became widely accepted and appreciated as an              
important milestone in art history. This is not to say that the same will happen with Castro’s                 
murals, but it can incite hope that through her continuation of vaginal imagery within her work,                
the society around her will begin to change their perceptions of the female body in public spaces.                
  31
 
Chapter 3: Feminist imagery and ideology  
The Feminist Art movement in North America was a form of artistic, political and social               
activism in the 1970s that introduced the patriarchy as a source of oppression to all women in                 
Western society. Through the influence of the movement, women were able to represent,             32
debate and share their own stories of oppression. “The Personal is Political” was the slogan for                
the movement; it was articulated by “using one’s own experience as the most valid way of                
31 Gail Levin, ​"Censorship, Politics and Sexual Imagery in the Work of Jewish-American Feminist Artists," ​Nashim: 
A Journal of Jewish Women’s Studies & Gender Issues​, no. 14 (2007): 82-96, doi:10.2979/nas.2007.-.14.63. 
32 ​Norma Broude et al, 1994, ​The Power of Feminist Art: the American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 
New York: H.N. Abrams, 10-29. 
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formulating political analysis.” Coincidentally (or not), during my interview with Panmela           33
Castro, she mentioned her affiliation with the same phrase, and how she uses her own experience                
as a woman in her works to represent the oppression that women collectively feel in society, her                 
experience being reflective of everyone’s: “My work is more autobiographical. It talks a lot              
about my experience as a woman here in Brazil, specifically here in the city of Rio de Janeiro.                  
(...) It ends up that my experience here looks like the experience of many women in other places                  
in the world.”  34
Both the American Feminist Art movement and Castro work directly with collectivity.            
“Womanhouse” is a great example - a house installation from 1972, each room was decorated               
separately by different female artists, but presented and empowered by the collective: the house              
as a whole. The house was an art installation setup for one month in residential Hollywood to                 
address criticism and commentary on the role of women through a solely female perspective. It               35
was a collaborative work by the California Institute of the Arts’ Feminist Program’s students,              
directed by Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro. Panmela Castro’s most current project is Rede              36
NAMI, a non-profit organization in the city of Rio de Janeiro founded by Castro herself, giving                
voice - through spray cans and urban walls - to lower class teenage girls in Rio de Janeiro.                  37
Rede NAMI has recently created their own museum ​Museu NAMI​, an open air museum, which               
could be considered Castro’s version of “Womanhouse.” The museum is located at Tavares             
Bastos, a street in the ​favela of Catete in Rio de Janeiro; it is a street in which the surrounding                    
walls are constantly being painted by the girls of the organization (and approved graffiti artists),               
33 ​Ibid., 21. 
34 Panmela Castro, Interview by author, Skype, July 23, 2018. 
35 Broude, ​The Power of Feminist Art: the American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 48. 
36 Ibid. 
37 ​Rede Nami​, accessed April 2, 2019, ​https://www.redenami.com/quem-somos​. 
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giving them public space to practice what they have been taught technically and ideologically.              38
Castro guides them with classes on the techniques of spray painting - so they master the medium                 
- as well as with debates on women issues and the process of sharing their own experiences with                  
abuse. The walls then become the support for their creativity and personal expression, granting              
the girls in the ​favelas of Rio de Janeiro greater visibility. Both “Womanhouse” and ​Museu               
NAMI are strengthened by the collective; indeed each room or each section of the murals could                
be displayed separately and still make some sense, but by being put in a group with other works                  
of the same objective they are reinforced and redefined. 
Placing Castro into an urban perspective, ​Museu NAMI has similarities to the muralist             
Judy Baca’s famous collaborative projects, including the prestigious “The Great Wall of Los             
Angeles.” The wall is approximately half a mile long, located in the Tujunga Flood Control               
Channel of San Fernando Valley. It has become a collaboration between over 400             
youths, depicting the history of California, from prehistoric times until the 1950s, as told in the               
perspective and hands of ethnic groups. The project began in 1974 and it is still a work in                  
process. Even though Castro’s ​Museu NAMI is not linear (in terms of content) like the               
history-telling “The Great Wall of Los Angeles,” they both focus on and cater to ethnic minority                
groups, encouraging and teaching them to create collaboratively. Both projects use urban walls             
and spaces to showcase the experience of oppressed groups and thus making their voices heard.  39
One way that artists have created or fostered this form of collectivity is through the               
depiction of the vagina. Even though half of the global population has them, vaginas are overall                
38 “Museu NAMI à Céu Aberto na Tavares Bastos,”​ Rede Nami​, accessed April 2, 2019. 
https://www.redenami.com/museunami​. 
39 “The Great Wall - History and Description,” ​Social and Public Art Resource Center,​ accessed April 15, 2019. 
http://sparcinla.org/programs/the-great-wall-mural-los-angeles/ 
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viewed as indecent and diminished in Western society - while men are proud to share the size of                  
their penis, women keep silent about their sexual organs, even in moments of displeasure and               
abuse. Artists concerned with female empowerment, perspective, sexuality and experience often           
make use of vagina imagery. This type of imagery has been attributed names of “central core                40
imagery,” “cunt art,” or even further, art with “cunt-positive attitude.” From early modern             41
works such as Lee Bontecou’s ​vaginas dentatas and Georgia O’Keeffe’s flower petals, to more              
contemporary works such as Judy Chicago’s “Dinner Party” plates, Miriam Schapiro’s “Bix Ox             
N. 2”, Faith Wilding’s “Flesh Petals” and Eve Ensler’s phenomenal play “The Vagina             
Monologues”, there is a clear pattern in women artists’ concern about the unspoken female              
sexual organ. The illustration of such becomes a symbol of the awakened consciousness of              
female body and sexuality, breaking free from its taboo and encouraging women to speak up               
about their experiences.  
 
40 ​Joan Semmel and April Kingsley, "Sexual Imagery in Women's Art," ​Woman's Art Journal​ 1, no. 1 (1980): 1-6, 
doi:10.2307/1358010. 
41 Broude, ​The Power of Feminist Art: the American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 35. 
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Fig. 5 Panmela Castro, ​Liberte-se, ​2016, Rio de Janeiro. 
 
In line with her feminist predecessors, many of Castro’s murals depict vaginas. Even             
though roughly abstract and animated, they are distinctive by their voluptuous folding labia and              
mysterious central openings. A clear example is the mural “​Liberte-se​” (Fig. 5). Castro chooses              
to portray the organ by itself. The mural is the outer façade of the support of a bridge; the vertical                    
vagina is central to the mural, occupying almost the whole space. The figure is composed by an                 
outer layer, an inner layer and a central opening. The inner and outer layers are outlined with                 
curves and waves, resembling the organic design of petals of flowers - an attribution introduced               
by Georgia O’Keeffe and further developed by 1970s artists such as Judy Chicago and Faith               
Wilding. The outlines follow the shape of an almond, but instead of pointy ends they are half                 42
42 ​Semmel and Kingsley, "Sexual Imagery in Women's Art," 1-2. 
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circles - the clitoris on the top is distinguished by a black central dot, and the vagina opening on                   
the bottom is enclosed, forming a straight line until it meets the anatomically incorrect opening               
in the center. The central opening is narrow and inside it is surrounded by an irregular pattern of                  
white triangles, resembling teeth. The combination of teeth and vaginas is often articulated as              
vagina dentata​; it is symbolic of the power of women’s rage - the vagina, victim of sexual                 43
abuse, is transformed into a weapon. The same imagery is present in Lee Bontecou’s relief               
“Untitled” from 1961. (However, according to Miriam Schapiro, they were not about female             
sexual anger, as male critics proclaimed they were, but about “living in the world and being                
menaced by war”). Moreover, the mural is predominantly pink; the outline of the figure was               44
done with black paint and the labia is colored in with curved streaks of red, giving the volume                  
and an even more petal-like feeling. At the bottom left of the mural she writes “​LIBERTE-SE​”                
(“free yourself”) - the title of the piece. This mural empowers the socially tabooed vagina. It is                 
about encouraging women to speak up, to free themselves from abuses and displeasures. The              
presence of the angry and violent ​vagina dentata ​is intended to intimidate men who do not accept                 
the idea of emancipated women. The dominance of the bright color pink, contrasting with the               
gray surroundings, as well as its larger-than-life size induces an awe reaction by the public,               
attributing godly and transcendent characteristics to such image. It teaches women that their             
vaginas are not embarrassing or indecent; they hold anger from their experiences and power from               
their revolt.  
 
43 Brouse, ​The Power of Feminist Art: The American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 21. 
44 Ibid​. 
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Fig. 6 Panmela Castro, 2015, The Bronx, New York.  
 
The eyes of the women in her murals also resemble the external female sexual organs.               
For example, in a Bronx mural from 2015 (Fig. 6), she illustrates a woman laying horizontally,                
with both eyes open, one surrounded by white flower petals. As the woman reclines horizontally,               
her eyes become almond shaped, the same shape as previously stated as the vagina. Flower               
imagery is also often associated with the organic foldings of labia, as seen in the previous mural.                 
The petals however are very animated and unrealistic; her choice to use straight narrow petals               
instead of folded irregular ones makes such imagery inconspicuous, more of a symbol of a               
vagina than the picture of one. Different than the figure in “Liberte-se,” such imagery is not there                 
to be empowered in a godly and threatening manner, but to promote the idea of shared                
experiences. By correlating the eye and the vagina, Castro suggests commonality between both             
organs: from experiences and sufferings (respectively associated with the eye’s ability to see and              
cry).  
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Analyzing this same mural (Fig. 6), the figure’s face is completely symmetrical, her lips              
are voluptuous, her eyes are almost identical (in spite of the flower petals in one of them), her                  
nose is small, her hair is long and gracious and her body is slim; she is the ideal woman. Castro                    
makes use of the ideal female figure not to necessarily praise such ideals but to make this figure                  
representative of any women, and so women see themselves in such murals. Because her art               
consists of murals done in public spaces, as previously discussed on Chapter 2, it has the                
capability to reach people out from any background. Her choice of depiction of women is not                
about her ideals but society’s ideals and definition of women and femininity. She makes use of                
the socially constructed femininity as a symbol able to be distinguished by anyone. 
One may negatively analyze Castro’s works as contributions to ​cultural essentialism​,           
society’s gender-stereotype of women’s image and experience. Because she does not go against             45
those norms, constantly depicting women for example with long luscious straight hair and in              
pink palette, she contributes in a way to the stereotypes of women’s self-imagery. However, the               
fact that she introduces femininity to public spaces, streets that are male dominated, defies three               
major stereotypes: that women do not belong outside the home, that graffiti is not for women,                
and that women are not supposed to speak up about their sexuality and experiences so publicly.                
These are essential to the understanding of her graffiti as associated to feminist ideals and               
contemporary social contribution. In this way, femininity is properly used as a caricature of the               
feminine to point to these bigger messages.  
Such approach is commonly carried out in the female graffiti scene. As Dr. Jessica N.               
Pab​ó​n, ​an interdisciplinary Latina feminist performance studies scholar​, further analyzes in her            
45 Broude, ​The Power of Feminist Art: the American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 25. 
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article “Ways of Being Seen: Gender and Writing on the Wall,” graffiti artists such as DanaPink                
(from Chile), Shiro (from Japan) and Injah (from Brazil) often make use of the “hyperfeminine”               
and the “overtly sexualized” to “reclaim and revalue the presence of girls’ and women’s bodies               
in public spaces.” The latter, Injah, a graffiti artist from Rio de Janeiro, has painted a mural at                  46
Rede NAMI’s Museu NAMI, proving her style and content to be compatible with Panmela              
Castro. The mural depicts a nude female figure sitting with her legs crossed. The figure is                47
almost faceless; her skin is light, her hair is black and straight, her lips are pink and straight and                   
her breasts are unrealistically pointy. Like Castro’s women, she makes use of the generic,              
caricatured, ideal female figure to generate a stronger message - in her case, the liberation of                
women’s sexuality.  
Many of the 1970s feminist artists also utilized the stereotype of femininity. They were              
extensively concerned with the self-image of a woman and how it further reinforced gender              
roles, critiquing both at the same time. An example of such is Cindy Sherman and her “Untitled                 48
Film Stills” series. The series consists of 69 black and white photos shot as if they were in the                   
1950s. She depicts women with pin-up-like bodies as the fetishes of men, such as sexy school                
girls, docile housewives, divas, among others. Many have criticized her work as phallogocentric,             
as if they contributed to patriarchy and the objectification of women. However, the portrayal of               
women through this “male gaze” is a powerful critique of the same - because she is female and                  
46 ​Jessica N. Pabón-Colón, “Ways of Being Seen: Gender and the Writing on the Wall,” ​Routledge Handbook of 
Graffiti and Street Art, ​Ed. Jeff Ross, Routledge Handbooks and Companions Series​ (2016): 83-84. 
https://www.academia.edu/28985858/Ways_of_Being_Seen_Gender_and_the_Writing_on_the_Wall​. 
47 “Museu NAMI à Céu Aberto na Tavares Bastos,”​ Rede Nami​, accessed April 2, 2019. 
https://www.redenami.com/museunami​. 
48 Broude, ​The Power of Feminist Art: the American Movement of the 1970s, History and Impact​, 42-46. 
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because they are exaggerated and unrealistic - depicting and therefore reprimanding the cultural             
construct of femininity.   49
 
 
Fig. 7 Panmela Castro, ​Jardim da Sororidade, ​2017, Rio de Janeiro.  
 
From 2015 until today Panmela Castro has been exploring a new value in her murals:               
sororidade (sisterhood). Instead of depicting one female figure, she illustrates two portraits or             
more, usually interconnected by their hair and/or eyes. The theme is about conjoined sisters -               
individuals that make one whole; they are their own selves but they share the same ideals and                 
experiences. Sisterhood is about both the collective experience shared by women and resistance.             
Women must help each other, act and resist side-by-side to make a difference and fight gender                
49 ​Anna Kérchy. "The Woman 69 Times: Cindy Sherman’s "Untitled Film Stills"," ​Hungarian Journal of English 
and American Studies (HJEAS)​ 9, no. 1 (2003): 181-182. ​http://www.jstor.org/stable/41274221​. 
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inequality. One of her landmark murals is “​Jardim da Sororidade​” (“Garden of Sisterhood”)             
(Fig. 7) painted at ​Imperator - Cultural Center João Nogueira​, an art and culture space in Rio de                  
Janeiro. In a YouTube video posted by herself, she explains that the former mural depicted a                
mulata ​(a mixed-race woman) dancing on top of a tambourine on top of a ​favela - symbolizing                 
carnaval, samba and Brazilian culture. In the video, Castro argues that the figure of the ​mulata is                 
constantly and completely objectified and stereotyped, “it is the image of a cultural value given               
to the black woman that slaves her, limits her as a mere object of pleasure of men.” She then                   50
decided to cover the mural with an illustration that symbolizes women’s fight for identity and               
rights, through sisterhood.  
The mural depicts three heads - one central and two half faces, one on each side of the                  
prior. The figures stare at the viewer with a powerful gaze, with no hint of smile or tranquility.                  
The hairs of the three heads are all connected; wavy locks of hair interlace and merge amongst                 
themselves, making them indistinguishable as to which head they belong to. The central figure              
and the one to the right also share one eye; Castro did not finish the contour of the central face,                    
leaving the section to the right under her hair and above her cheekbones with no outline,                
allowing the viewer to associate that eye with either head. The sharing of body parts, such as hair                  
and eyes, grants a greater connection between people. It represents the image of sisterhood, of               
solidarity and union amongst women. 
 
50 Panmela Castro, “Jardim da Sororidade é o Novo Mural da Grafiteira Panmela Castro No Imperator,” YouTube 
video, 01:39, posted [August 2017]. ​https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpNh0-PsWZs​. 
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Fig. 8 Panmela Castro, ​Dororidade, ​2018, Rio de Janeiro.  
 
On November 20th, 2018, Black Consciousness Day in Brazil, Panmela Castro           
inaugurated a mural in the center of Rio de Janeiro with the name “​Dororidade​” (Fig. 8).                51
Dororidade is a play on words, mixing ​dor (pain) and ​sororidade (sisterhood). This term was               
created by the contemporary Afro-Brazilian philosopher Vilma Piedade in her book with the             
same title. The book, written in 2018, is about the awareness of the intersectionality between               
racism and sexism; it highlights the issues that surround black women - the most oppressed               
group of people in Brazilian society - and how their unique experiences are often forgotten by                
51 ​"Panmela Castro: "Dororidade" and the Sisterhood of Shared Pain in Rio," Brooklyn Street Art, November 17, 
2018, accessed April 04, 2019. 
https://www.brooklynstreetart.com/2018/11/17/panmela-castro-doriridade-and-the-sisterhood-of-shared-pain-in-rio/. 
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feminism. Castro herself, being Afro-Brazilian and being the founder of Rede NAMI (which as              52
I mentioned in Chapter 1, specifically have a program for ​afrografiteiras​, combining teenage             
Afro-Brazilian girls and graffiti), introduced this new term to graffiti and the streets of Rio de                
Janeiro.  
Castro’s “​Dororidade​” mural depicts portraits of two women linked by their hair, one             
upside down and one right side up. Other than the sisterhood value present by their connected                
hairs, the mural presents three other overall themes that contribute to our understanding of              
dororidade​: blackness, womanhood and oppression. Even though their skin is made out of an              
unrealistic colorful palette including shades of blue, pink, purple, green and red, their natural              
black curly hair and voluptuous lips allows the viewer to recognize their African heritage. Their               
womanhood is present by not only femininity (painted lips, dark eyelids and long hair) but by the                 
pairs of pink irregular shapes, on the top left, bottom center and top right. These shapes resemble                 
the previously discussed vagina, with their wavy petal-like lips and dark central opening.             
Furthermore, the fact that they are in pairs accentuates sisterhood, union and shared experiences.              
Finally, oppression, the ​dor ​of dororidade​, ​is present by the central red tear running down the                
face of the woman on the right. Altogether, the mural depicts painful reality of the               
Afro-Brazilian woman, and promotes resistance, through the power of sisterhood.  
 
Chapter 4: Transnational Influence and Practice 
Panmela Castro has gained global recognition from the intersectionality of street art and             
feminist activism. Due to the many awards she has received and been nominated for, nationally               
52 ​Vilma Piedade, ​Dororidade​, 1st ed. São Paulo: Editora Nós, 2018. 
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and internationally, Castro has had the opportunity to travel around the globe via commissions,              
painting murals of her signature women and their stereotypical and imprisoned femininity. The             
major turning point in her career was after she received the Vital Voices Global Leadership               
Award in 2010, as mentioned in Chapter 1, for co-founding a program called ​Artefeito​. The               53
program, in which one of the projects was ​Grafiteiras Pela Lei Maria da Penha​, used graffiti to                 
promote awareness about Maria da Penha Law - the law that made any type domestic violence                
illegal in Brazil. During that same year, she produced a mural in South Africa, and the year after                  
four murals in France. In New York alone she has painted at least five murals; some other places                  
she has painted at include Ecuador, Chile, Holland, England, Bolivia, Argentina, Israel, Norway,             
Czech Republic, Germany, Turkey and Spain.  54
The issue of female oppression, politically and socially, has been a worldwide problem.             
In a time when physical strength and nurturing abilities are no longer relevant for society’s               
survival, women have been in a constant battle to achieve the same rights and opportunities as                
men. Feminism therefore has become an international ideology and is constantly analysed as             
such. The feminist philosophy scholar Ranjoo Seodu Herr has written significantly about the             
subjects, classifying two main branches of contemporary international feminism: global and           
transnational. Even though both words have the same underlying definition, these types of             55
feminism differ greatly from one another. Global feminism has grown from the second-wave             
movement; it places gender as the main oppressive agent of women. This feminism is highly               56
53 ​"Panmela Castro,"​ Vital Voices, ​accessed April 2, 2019. ​https://www.vitalvoices.org/people/panmela-castro/​.  
54 “Graffiti Around the World,”​ Panmela Castro, ​accessed April 2, 2019​. 
https://panmelacastro.carbonmade.com/projects/6093377​. 
55 Ranjoo Seodu Herr, "Reclaiming Third World Feminism: Or Why Transnational Feminism Needs Third World 
Feminism," ​Meridians, ​12, no. 1 (2014): 1-30. doi:10.2979/meridians.12.1.1. 
56 Ibid., 2.  
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criticized because it often ignores racial, economic and national factors that tend to intersect with               
gender when one is oppressed, leading it to becoming commonly categorized as “white             
feminism.” In that perspective, because of their shared gender, every woman has the same              57
experience. Transnational feminism on the other hand has grown from opposition to the             
second-wave movement and the global feminist school of thought, taking into consideration            
other agents of oppression, but still perceiving feminism as a worldwide fight. For them,              
globalization, nationalism and religious fundamentalism are major factors when analysing          
gender inequality.   58
Even though Panmela Castro’s murals have similar imagery and subject matter as those of              
the American Feminist Art movement (the second-wave feminism artistic movement) , they must            59
not be classified as contributions to global, but to transnational feminism. Because graffiti             60
becomes part of the local landscape, such art form is not perceived as primarily “foreign” to the                 
viewer. This is relevant because even though they do focus on gender, the murals do not ignore                 
the existence of other local agents of oppression; their innate “local” sensibility allows a              
recognition of the social and political background of their location. A great example of one of her                 
most noteworthy international murals was located in First Street Green Art Park, a park in New                
York dedicated to graffiti murals, in 2016 (Fig. 9). Castro chose to write in English “Women’s                
rights are human rights,” a quotation from Hillary Clinton . The mural was done in time for the                 61
Women’s March of 2017, a series of protests spanning the country following the presidential              
57 Ibid., 4. 
58 ​Ibid., 2. 
59 As analysed on Chapter 3.  
60 Such affirmation has not yet been made by Castro. It is my conclusion after researching about transnational 
feminism and analyzing Castro’s murals.  
61 ​Hillary Rodham Clinton, "Women's Rights Are Human Rights," ​Women's Studies Quarterly​ 24, no. 1/2 (1996): 
98-101. http://www.jstor.org/stable/40004518. 
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election of Donald Trump. During my interview with Castro, she commented on its fame and               62
how it was countlessly photographed. This displays her ability to conform her work to local               63
events - even though she is foreign, her works are not. 
 
Fig. 9 Panmela Castro, 2016, First Street Green Art Park,​ ​New York. 
 
Another important factor about her murals is that the women she portrays have no              
defined race, ethnicity, age or class. She removes all these factors from the bodies to emphasize                
the relation between feminine and female. But again, this is not to say that she is ignoring these                  
62Anemona Hartocollis and Yamiche Alcindor, "Women's March Highlights as Huge Crowds Protest Trump: 'We're 
Not Going Away'," ​The New York Times,​ January 21, 2017, accessed April 13, 2019. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/21/us/womens-march.html. 
63 Panmela Castro, interview by author, Skype, July 23, 2018. 
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factors; she simply allows the viewer to “decide” for themselves, consciously or not, how they               
are going to see them. Because of this lack of identity, she is able to depict the same generic                   
woman across countries. Whether it is in the Bronx, in Norway, in Ecuador or in Brazil, these                 
women are not depictions of a specific person but rather symbols of women - all with wavy long                  
hair, symmetrical faces, not too wide eyes, semi-voluptuous lips and delicate noses. The             
anonymity of these women does not equalize all their experiences - as global feminism does - but                 
rather generates a universal language that allows a personal interpretation of their identity,             
perhaps being even more powerful than if their identity was in fact defined. That way, one may                 
disclose aspects of nationality, ethnicity or race with the oppression of the women depicted, and               
not only their gender. This allows the viewers of any background, ethnicity or race to relate with                 
these characters without making prejudicial assumptions - touching specifically on the subject of             
gender and still not visibly ignoring other factors that may be intersectional agents of oppression.               
Their oppressions are not equal, they are equally ​represented​. 
It is noticeable that Castro does not feel the need to adapt the feminine across borders -                 
her murals have the same pink, bright, delicate qualities. As seen in Chapter 3, femininity in her                 
work is ambiguous - while Castro utilizes it to make a statement of female presence in a male                  
dominated environment, it is also a critique of this same norm. Gender inequality in inherent to                
femininity. Western femininity is not only pink, dresses, high heels and make-up - it is also                
passivity, lack of capability, fragility, and domestic work. It is the characteristic that dictate              
women as inherently less - even though it is a mere social construct. Castro’s critique of the                 
feminine therefore is a critique of the gender inequality that comes along with it. Postcolonialism               
and globalization have universalized many Western (European) values and norms, and one of             
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them is our notion of femininity and the role of women in society. This universal “feminine”                64
allows Castro’s works to be valid and meaningful in numerous countries - as she uses this                
stereotype in her works (criticizing the same), her works become understandable and relevant             
internationally. The depiction of such characteristics transnationally may be analyzed as a            
commentary on both postcolonialism and globalization - the agents for the universalization of             
such norm. By “globalizing” her own works, and making them relevant in numerous countries,              
Castro proves these factors to have in fact hegemonized femininity and therefore gender             
inequality worldwide - a commentary often done by transnational feminists.   65
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
64 Ivana Milojevic, "A Critique of Globalization: Not Just a White Man’s World," In ​Fairness, Globalization, and 
Public Institutions: East Asia and Beyond​, by Dator Jim, Pratt Dick, and Seo Yongseok, 75-87. HONOLULU: 
Univer sity of Hawai'i Press, 2006, doi:10.2307/j.ctv3zp081.11. 
65 Herr,​ ​“​Reclaiming Third World Feminism: Or Why Transnational Feminism Needs Third World Feminism​,​” 
9-15. 
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